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Abstract. The present study analyses heat modes of high voltage cable lines typical for laying in the area of communications, different obstacles and engineering networks, such as, for instance, hot water supply lines.

It is well-known that the load capacity of modern high voltage cable lines with a plastic insulation is limited by the maximum permissible heating temperature of 90 °C. This study focuses on two typical cases of heating mains influence on heat exchange of a power cable line with surrounding ground: 1) the rapprochement of a power cable line with a heating main – the segment of a parallel disposal of a cable line and a heating pipe; 2) the intersection of a cable line and a heating main – the area where the cable line going above the heating main crosses it at the angle of 90 degrees.

We have proposed the model of a prolonged cylinder with inhomogeneous thermophysical and heat exchange parameters distribution along this cable for the temperature distribution along a power cable in terms of non-regular laying. The finite-element method has been used to solve the problem of cable line heating fields near heating main calculation. A quantitative analysis of the cases described above has revealed that the local cable temperature excess up to several tenths of degrees is typical for them. It leads to the transmission capacity decrease by 20–30 % and limits the cable line ability to cover peak loads occurring in industrial, natural or other disasters. Besides, cable line segment spillover out of permissible temperature mode leads to emergency, power shortage and further repairing efforts. While engineering and calculations of the cable lines modes, our proposed techniques allow avoiding critical temperature conditions which may lead to the consequences described above.
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The appliance of power cables with paper-oil or plastic insulation in the power transmission technology is a commonly used approach in the power supply of major cities, industrial organizations and complexes [1, 2]. The high level of power consumption and high electrical power distribution density is typical for them. The most appropriate technical solution of the power supply by techno-economic criteria is the appliance of average and high voltage power cables with XLPE-insulation [3, 4]. A relatively small price and mass production of this cable type caused its vast application. These cables are also very workable at laying under different conditions [5]. The fast adaptation of a new type of cables with XLPE-insulation caused a number of problems associated with the lack of experience in diagnostics and reliability estimation [6] and also their insulation testing [7, 8].

The power cable insulation construction feature is high operating electrical field density. A relatively thin conductive shield is required for the proper field distribution sustenance in a polyethylene insulation. It guarantees the maximum field density limitation in the insulation and eliminates an electrical field outside the cable.

In this case a standard laying technology assumes shield grounding in several points along a cable line. Laying additional currents in shields cause significant additional heating which limits cable line capacity. These problems and possible solutions have been considered in [4]. For instance, the application of shield grounding in one point (one-side grounding) or shield transposition by means of a special box joints along the line has been proposed. Such a remarkable attention to the heat generation and cable line heating problems is concerned due to their influence on cable life-time and reliability [9, 10].
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This study mostly focuses on an important aspect of the cable line heating mode typical for the cable line on 35 kV or higher voltage.

In this case the maximum cable temperature is the main reason of load-carrying limitation capacity, i.e. maximum line transmission capacity [11–14].

Unlike the cable line heating modes in regular laying area [12, 14–17] which have been thoroughly researched before, this study considers more complicated cases associated with local temperature excesses caused by the features of cable line laying next to the engineering networks and communication. In particular, a “breach” method is used to study cable line heating in case of its laying across the obstacles (roads, walls, rivers etc). In this case a cable line mechanical protection in the area of the “breach” complicates the heat exchange between the cable and the ground causing the local temperature excess.

However, even the local temperature excess becomes the reason for the cable line capacity limitation in general. In addition, local temperature excesses may appear in the case of its rapprochement or the intersection with heating mains.

Although different approaches to cable line heat mode estimation were described in the numerous publications, the particular qualities of a cable line temperature distribution field in terms of cable line uniformity breaches caused by the obstacles (“breaches” in places of crossings with pipelines, walls, water obstacles etc.), convergences or crossings with heat pipelines were not considered in details.

We have made an attempt to estimate the temperature excesses of cable lines in the proximity of sections mentioned before. The significance of this estimation is obvious assuming that the capacity of the high voltage cable lines is limited by their maximum temperature. Hereinafter three typical cases are considered: heat mode in a “breach” area, a heat pipeline and cable line crossing area and a heat pipeline and cable line proximity area.

In the area of natural obstacles (walls, roads etc) when steel or plastic tubes are used for the mechanical protection of cable lines a significantly more problematic heat mode, limiting cable line capacity, occurs in comparison with the uniform cable laying area [13, 18]. The presence of air in a protective tube significantly decreases heat exchange between the cable line and the ground. Besides, the steel tubes, if applied, are becoming the source of an additional heat generation caused by eddy currents. Thus such areas being relatively short still limit the cable line capacity in general.

In the paper [18] heat modes of cable lines laid in steel and polymeric tubes of different diameters with respect to long line segments have been analyzed. At the same time, as noted before, the obstacle length is mostly limited by 10 meters. Therefore cable heat mode in the area of obstacles will be formed not only by the heat exchange with surrounding soil (a transverse heat exchange) but also by the heat transfer along a cable line from a higher temperature area (a tube laying area) to the less heated ground laying area.

An exact analysis of a heat mode for the given conditions demands solving a three-dimensional problem with a number of terms which significantly complicates the given problem. They are the following: an air convection process inside the tube area of cable laying, a sophisticated eddy current distribution inside conductive construction elements (shields, tubes), very small ratio between transversal and lengthwise sizes of the cable line.. Therefore geometric parameters and the necessity to solve mutually dependent systems of electrodynamic and thermodynamic equations significantly complicates the problem. Thus, the application of standard software using a finite-element method seems to be ineffective.

We have considered an approach based on the representation of a cable line as an elongated object with uniform distributions of temperature and physical characteristics within each cross-section of this line calculated as mean values over the cross-sections of the real line. At the same time we have assumed that the mean values of the cross-section characteristics can change along the line. For instance, they will differ in the areas of the in-tube or in-ground cable laying. This approach has been implemented in several studies taking into consideration the analysis of temperature distribution along the current-carrying busbars with contact connections [19].

The paper considers the basis for averaged over the cable line cross-section characteristics calculation, for instance, in studies [12, 13, 20]. It also deals with the model of plane parallel temperature fields and air flow due to convection, which finds usage in the analysis of long (theoretically infinite) cable line sections. Nowadays polymeric tubes are widely used in cable line laying. Let us consider a temperature field in a cross-section of a cable line laid in a polymeric tube of a big diameter (Fig. 1).
Let us also consider the shields of single-phased cables to be transposed and neglect the input of eddy currents in them in total heat generation. Although this approach does create slightly easier terms according to heating value, the implemented simplifications are not significant while estimating a “breach” influence on the lengthwise temperature distribution.

It’s convenient to take a round cross-section limited by a protective tube as the computation cross-section of the cable line with equivalent averaged parameters. Then the equivalent cross-section will exactly match the cross-section of the protective tube. In the area of in-ground laying air space will be replaced by ground in calculating the averaged parameters. The results of the finite-element analysis by means of the models mentioned before are used as distributions for the averaging by the cross-section of the equivalent line. Table 1 shows mean characteristics calculation formulas.

![Figure 1. Temperature field and convective air flow scheme of 35 kV cable line laid in a polymeric tube: 1 – cable conductor, 2 – insulation layers, 3 – conductive shield, 4 – tube, 5 – air, 6 – ground](image)

It seems to be rational to take round cross-section limited by the protective tube diameter as the computation cable cross-section with the equivalent averaged parameters. Then the equivalent cable line cross-section will perfectly match to the protective tube cross-section. In case of regular cable laying the air space and the protective tube will be replaced by ground in the calculation of averaged parameters. The results of a finite-element analysis by means of the models mentioned before are used as distributions for averaging across the equivalent cable line cross-section $S$. Formulas for averaged characteristics calculation are given in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Averaged values</th>
<th>Formulas</th>
<th>Units of measure</th>
<th>Small tube</th>
<th>Big tube</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ground</td>
<td>Tube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity along the line</td>
<td>$\bar{\lambda} = \frac{1}{S} \int_{S}\lambda dS$</td>
<td>W/m*K</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume heat generation power in the cable line cross-section</td>
<td>$\bar{\eta} = \frac{1}{S} \int_{S}\eta dS$</td>
<td>W/m³</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>2700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>630</td>
<td>630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature of a distant perimeter L of a computation area</td>
<td>$\bar{T}<em>e = \frac{1}{L} \int</em>{L}T_e dL$</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Formulas and numerical values of the averaged parameters for the cable line of 35 kV with phase load of 850 A in polymeric tubes of big and small diameters
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The computation model for a cable line with averaged parameters is based on the solution of the equation given below according to Figure 2:

\[
\frac{d}{dx} \left( \frac{dT}{dx} \right) + \hat{q}_+ - \hat{q}_- = 0,
\]

where \(x\) – the coordinate along the line; \(\hat{q}_+ = \bar{q}\) – averaged heat generation power (Table 1);

\[
\hat{q}_- = \frac{\bar{q}p}{S} (T - \bar{T}_e).
\]

the volume power density of a transverse heat generation from the equivalent line surface to the ground, where \(p\) – the equivalent line cross-section perimeter; \(\bar{\alpha}, \bar{T}_e\) – the effective coefficient of the heat source from the equivalent line surface and the temperature of the ground distant from the cable line laying area (Table 1). Using the designations

\[
\theta = T - \bar{T}_e, \quad k^2 = \frac{\bar{q}p}{S\lambda}, \quad w = \frac{\hat{q}_+}{\lambda},
\]

the equation of a heat generation along a cable line may be transformed into the form

\[
\frac{d^2\theta}{dx^2} - k^2\theta = -w.
\]

(1)

\[
\Phi_\perp = \bar{\alpha}(T - \bar{T}_e),
\]

\[
\Phi_\parallel = -\lambda \frac{dT}{dx}.
\]

Figure 2. Computation model of the heat exchange in the equivalent cable line
The solution of the last equation will be obtained on the half-infinite line starting in \((x = 0)\) the middle of the in-tube area of the line \(l\). In addition, the equation (1) parameters step-like change occurs on the boundary \((x = l/2)\) between the in-tube and in-ground cable areas.

\[
k = k_1, \ w = w_1 \quad \text{at} \quad 0 \leq x \leq l/2;
\]

\[
k = k_2, \ w = w_2 \quad \text{at} \quad \infty \geq x > l/2.
\]

Accordingly it appears to be rational to write down the equation (1) solution in form of the two functions \(- \theta_1(x) \) and \( \theta_2(x) \) for the in-tube and the in-ground areas consequently. In that case the terms of temperature and the longwise heat flow in the boundary \((x = l/2)\) of the indicated segments are fulfilled which means

\[
\theta_1(l/2) = \theta_2(l/2);
\]

\[
S_1 \frac{d \theta_1}{dx} \bigg|_{x=l/2} = S_2 \frac{d \theta_2}{dx} \bigg|_{x=l/2} \tag{2}
\]

Besides, due to the symmetry of the temperature distribution along the line with respect to the in-tube segment middle point \((x=0)\) another boundary condition can be received.

\[
\frac{d \theta_1}{dx} \bigg|_{x=0} = 0. \tag{3}
\]

Equation (1) solution with regard to the boundary conditions (2)–(3) formulates the equations for the temperature distribution along the line given below

\[
\theta_1(x) = \frac{Q_2 - Q_1}{ch\left(\frac{k_1 l}{2}\right) + \frac{k_1 \Delta_1 S_1}{k_2 \Delta_2 S_2} sh\left(\frac{k_1 l}{2}\right)} \left( Q_1 + Q_2 \right);
\]

\[
\theta_2(x) = \frac{Q_2 - Q_1}{ch\left(\frac{k_2 l}{2}\right) + \frac{k_1 \Delta_1 S_1}{k_2 \Delta_2 S_2} sh\left(\frac{k_2 l}{2}\right)} \left[ k_2 \left( \frac{l}{2} - x \right) \right] + Q_2, \tag{5}
\]

where

\[
Q_1 = w_1 / k_1^2, \quad Q_2 = w_2 / k_2^2.
\]

**Figure 3.** Functional correlation between the average line temperature excess with respect to the ground and the distance from the in-tube segment middle point at the tube length 1 m (curve 1) and 3 m (curve 2). Cable laid in big (a) and small (b) tubes
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Figure 4. Functional correlation between the average (1) and the maximum (2) line temperature in the in-tube segment middle point and the in-tube segment length. The cable is laying in big (a) and small (b) tubes.

Figure 3 shows averaged temperature distribution examples along the line with the zero point in the middle of the in-tube segment calculated by (4) and (5).

Figure 3 and 4 show that the in-tube segment extension leads to the significant increase in temperature in its middle point. It is essential to know the maximum temperature, i.e. the cable core temperature to estimate carrying capacity. Averaged and maximum temperatures ratio is determined in context of a plain problem solution (fig.1). For the cases assumed the averaged and the maximum temperatures are interrelated by the linear ratios $T_{max} \approx 1.96T$ for a big tube and $T_{max} \approx 2.1T$ for a small one.

Figure 4 shows dependences indicating that in the in-tube segment length exceeding 3 m the lengthwise heat transfer along the line is not able to promote a temperature reduction in the middle point. At the same time in the in-tube segment length no more than 1 m temperature is going down by 30 % in comparison with long in-tube segments. The temperature mode of long in-tube cable segments may be improved by filling the tube with higher thermal conductivity than the ground one after cable laying.

The increase in temperature in the in-tube cable segment in comparison with regular laying area leads to the maximum load-carrying capacity limitation. In the considered case the presence of the in-tube segment leads to the necessity of reducing load current from 850 A to 650 A in case of small tube laying and to 600 A in case of big tube laying for the maximum permissible temperature of 96 °C. It corresponds to the decrease of load-carrying capacity by 24 % and 29 % respectively.

Typical elements of engineering network infrastructure are heating mains. Heating mains placed in the proximity of a cable line, especially in case of their thermal insulation faults, may complicate heat exchange of the cable line with the ground. This circumstance is also the reason for the reduction of cable line load-carrying capacity. Below we consider two extreme cases of the heating main and the cable line heat fields superposition – the rapprochement (parallel heating main and cable line axes orientation) and the intersection (a cable line and the heating main axes are placed perpendicularly).

It is convenient to examine the cable line load-carrying capacity limitation caused by the proximity of a heating main for the case of rapprochement of a cable line with parallel directed heating main. In this case a well-approved plain-parallel electromagnetic and heating field model and suitable finite-element software can be applied. Figure 5 shows the example of this calculation.
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Figure 5. Temperature field fragment of a cable line near the heating main

Figure 6. Limiting continuous phase current (A) according to rapprochement distance of a cable line with a heating main with linear heat flux $\Phi$

Figure 6 shows the functional correlation between the maximum phase load current in terms of thermal stability and the rapprochement $x$ of a cable line with a heating main which thermal insulation permits linear heat flux $F$.

Figure 6 indicates a negative combination of rapprochement of a cable line and a heating main in addition to its thermal insulation property deterioration (e.g. in case of local damage) may cause the reduction of cable line load-carrying capacity by 15–20%.
The calculation results of the example for the second extreme case considered in this study are the following. A perpendicular intersection of a cable line and a heating main (Fig. 7.) indicates the local temperature increase in the area of heating main projection. At the same time, according to a heat flux intensity from the heating main surface and the distance from a heating main to a cable line the local temperature excess in the considered case may reach several tenths of degrees Celcius.

Table 2 shows that the most difficult mode form corresponds to the reduction of cable line load-carrying capacity by 30%.

**Conclusions**

In this study we have come to the conclusion that the examples of the power cable lines laying inside or in the proximity of the elements of engineering networks features show that they may lead to the remarkable local temperature excess of the cable line. The given circumstance causes the reduction of load-carrying capacity reduction by 30%.

The underestimation of local temperature excess of the cable line laid near the municipal engineering networks may lead to emergency mode and cable line outage.

Typical analytic computation models of cable line heating mode developed for regular laying cases are not applicable for the terms considered in the given study. The most suitable approach for the described cases is the finite-element analysis and also the specially oriented calculation methods which are similar to the “breach” model proposed in this study.
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Аннотация
В работе анализируются тепловые режимы кабельных линий высокого напряжения, характерные для условий прокладки в области коммуникаций, разного рода препятствий и инженерных сетей, таких как, например, трассы горячего водоснабжения.

Хорошо известно, что нагрузочная способность современных высоковольтных кабельных линий с пластмассовой изоляцией ограничена предельной температурой нагрева порядка 90 °C. При прокладке даже относительно короткого участка подземной кабельной линии в условиях с затрудненным теплообменом это приводит к ограничению пропускной способности всей линии передачи. В работе рассмотрены три характерных случая влияния элементов инженерных сетей и коммуникаций на теплообмен силовой кабельной линии с окружающим грунтом: 1) тепловой режим линии в «проколе» – коротком участке, где в целях механической защиты кабеля применяется прокладка в трубе; 2) сближение силовой кабельной линии с теплотрассой – участок параллельного расположения кабеля и тепловой трубы; 3) пересечение кабеля и теплотрассы – области, в которой кабель, проходя над теплотрассой, пересекает ее направление под углом 90 градусов.

Количественный анализ описанных выше случаев показал, что для них характерно локальное по длине кабеля повышение температуры до нескольких десятков градусов. Это приводит к снижению передаваемой электрической мощности на 20–30 % и ограничивает возможности кабельной линии при покрытии пиков нагрузок, возникающих вследствие техногенных, природных или иных причин. Кроме того, выход участка кабельной линии за пределы допустимого температурного режима приводит к аварии, отключению электроэнергии и последующим ремонтным работам. Предложенные в работе методики и результаты позволяют избежать при проектировании и расчете режимов кабельных линий опасных температурных режимов, способных привести к описанным выше последствиям.
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